Learning and Generating Paraphrases from Twitter and Beyond

Why is it so difficult for computers to understand and generate natural language? The main challenge arises from the fact that human language is both rich and ambiguous. One way to address this challenge is to learn large-scale paraphrases -- language expressions that are worded differently but have (nearly) equivalent meanings -- from massive amounts of naturally occurring data.

First, I will highlight the utility of paraphrases to adapt statistical machine translation techniques for text-to-text generation tasks like text simplification or stylistic rewriting. Second, I will present a novel multi-instance learning model that can capture a broad range of paraphrases from Twitter's data stream, including synonyms, acronyms, misspellings, slang and colloquialisms, such as [ has been sacked by | gets the boot from ] and [ oscar nom'd doc | Oscar-nominated documentary ]. By jointly reasoning about relations between words and sentences, the model is able to learn more lexically diverse paraphrases than existing methods. I will hint at how similar models can be used for information extraction to leverage large knowledge bases as training source instead of human labeled data.
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